CHAPTER SIX

*On Becoming and Being a Doctor: Education, Licensing, and Payment*
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**Website**

OECD Health Data--searchable Data on numerous health indicators allowing comparison between world’s wealthiest nations.

https://data.oecd.org/health.htm

**On Antiquity, the Middle Ages, or the Early Modern Period**


**On Britain**


The BBC offers a web archive of sound and film concerning the birth of the NHS at [https://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/the-birth-of-the-nhs/zhjtd6f](https://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/the-birth-of-the-nhs/zhjtd6f)

**On Canada**


Website


Dr. Danielle Martin before a US Senate committee defending Canadian Health Care. Video uploaded to youtube by Senator Bernie Sanders,

[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYOf6hXGx6M](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYOf6hXGx6M)

**On the United States**


Berlant, Jeffrey L. *Profession and Monopoly: A Study of Medicine in the United States and*


McCullough, Laurence B. "Power, Integrity, and Trust in the Managed Practice of Medicine: Lessons


Rogers, Naomi, “‘Caution: The AMA May Be Dangerous to Your Health’: The Student Health Organizations (SHO) and American Medicine, 1965-1970.’ *Radical History Review*, 80 (2001), 5-34.
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